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Abstract ' '
A ·delta wing is sinusoidally oscillated in pitch abQut its trailing-edge to 
I 
study the resulting unsteady flow field. The study is conducted through the use 
, 
of the hydrogen bubble flow visualization technique. A scanning laser ~ystem is 
fmployed in order to isolate individual planes. of _the flow·· field. 
In .the first phase of research, large amplitude· ~gscillations are considered~ 
With the aid of a multiple wire hydrogen bubble probe,. successive chordwise 
.' 
planes of the flow field are .visualized. Hysteresis in vortex size is noted down 
to a relatively low reduced frequency of oscillation. The production of vorticity 
• 
of a reversed sense on the pressure side of the ing is also observed at higher 
V 
frequencies of osciHation. A rationale is understanding the flow 
field- on the basis of the relative velocity of the wing with respect tc:r the 
freestream. A significant phase lag is noted, in the flow field development as a 
-
' ' \ 
result of the finite time required for convection of vorticity from upstream sta-
tions. ( 
• ,I"-: 
The next phase concentrates on small amplitude, high frequency oscillations 
of the delta wing. This phase is concerned with effects on the vortical struc-
-tures and the separation region at the leading-edge. For certain frequencies, ap-
parently near the natural shedding frequency of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabi!ities 
in the shear layer, the shedding process appears to "lock on" to · the oscillatio11 
t 
. 
frequency. For significantly higher frequencies, a catastr9pfiic ch.a.nge in the vor-
tex structure takes place which has not yet "been fully inves~igated. 
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Chapter 1 
~ Introduction 
, . 
. ~ . 
' 
., 
' 
\ . 
' -. 
" 
,. -
.1 1.1 · Scope and· Objectives 
• 
The central - focus of this work -is the study of the -flow field around a 
\ 
delta wing. Of more specific interest is the flow field while the wing is oscil1at-
i~ (pitching) about an axis transverse to the freestream. The delta wing has 
' 
been under study since the I950's due to its application in high performance 
-.. -
aircraft. Most of the research, however, h·as b·een conducted on stationary 
wings. Relatively recently, ·as both computerized · control of aircraft and ex-
perimental research have become· more sophisticated, more emphasis has been 
' 
placed on unsteady flows. If these unsteady flows are better understood, more 
. .--
-
effective control and increased performance may be realized. 
In order· to more fully uncferstand this unsteady flow field it is necessary 
to investigate various aspects of the flowfield vh;;ually and compare them to the 
steady case. This work is, in a sense, a survey of the effects of forcing on 
• major types of vortical structures in the flowfield, with the expectation that 
some features will be prominently altered. This approach will lead to more in-
depth studies ·of selected features ·of the flow. 
Although a better understanding, of the flow physics is the end objective, 
emphasis is pla,ced on developing and applying new methods of flow visualiza-
. ' 
tion. Of further concern is the direct evaluation of certain quantitative 
·. 
parameters such as velocity or circulation from these methods. 
visualization itself becomes a key aspect of this research., 
Thus, the flow 
In this case, the visualization is performed via the hydrogen bubble tech-
2 ' 
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nique. New probe types are explored as · well as configurations reall
y onl~ pos-· 
' I 
, I 
sible with the hydrogen bubble method to date. Instead of conventi
onal diffuse 
' 
lighting, a new tri-dimensional laser scanning·· system is employed. T
his system 
\ 
allows· a "scanhed" laser beam to effectively slice the flow field in 
any 6Clesired 
-
orientation at any location. 
· After this data is col1ected, it is des1red to use a three-dime
nsional 
computer-aided design (CAD) system to reconstruct the flow field under certain • 
conditions. ·· This technique provides a visual rendering of the entir
e flow field 
\ 
which should aid in· understanding its behavior. Additionally, thi
s technique, 
cou]d provide the basis for more quantitative analysis of the flow. 
I 
1.2 Overall Structure of Flow Past Delta Wings 
,, 
A delta wing is a sub-class of a more general wing planform known
, as a 
swept leading edge. · These wings are characterized by an increasing 
span as one 
progresses along the chord and, typically, by a pointed apex. The de
lta wing is 
a simple subset where the wing has a closed triangular planform. 
,' ..-.t.. 
Definition of basic .. ndn_len<;Jature is in order befor~ proceeding furthe
r (se~ 
· .. l 
Figure 1 ). The chord, c, or root chord, of the delta wing is the length of the 
wing at the centerline. The semi-span, b, is defined as half the ba
se length of 
the triangle. The sweep angle, </J, is defined as the angle between a 
line perpin-
dicular to the chord and the leading edge itself. The aspect· rat
io, A=b2 /S, 
·where S is surface area~ decreases for increasing sweep angle . and
 vice-versa. 
" For delta wings ·of "interest, the values of aspect ratio are u
sually less than 
three. The upper surface, where the lowest pressures are found, is 
termed the 
suction side; the lower surface is the pressure side. 
of the wing is conventionally a. 
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.The major difference between these wings and two-dimensional airfoils is 
. 
' 
.that: the sw.ept edge- shows flow separation under n.oi:'mal operating conditions. 
. }, 
This sepa~ation, which occurs along the entire leading edge, takes. the form of a. 
. ' 
sheet starting at· the leading edge and spiralling up a{\d inboard into a con-
" I \ i ' . 
centrated vortex.. This ·standing vortex (Figure 2) is.· generated along the entire· 
leading edge under proper condi'tions. Its centerline generally occurs at about 
60% of the semi-span. For symmetric wings such as the delta wing, there· are 
two vortices; each is a mirror image of the other abo·ut the centerline. 
The leadtng.-edge vortices are the dominant feature in delta wing flows. 
This is especially true for .. higher sweep · angle planforms (low aspect ratio) and 
' . 
at higher angles of attack: Unlike two~dimensional airfoils, these wings do not 
' :, 
: i 
conventionally "stall" at 10 - 15 degrees. Instead, the lift cu:rve keeps increas-
ing to . higher values. This is the nature of these leading edge vortices; as the 
angle of attack .1increases, their circulation increases.· The high velocities in the 
c9re of the vortices correspond to high negative pressure coefficients which en-
. . 
hance· the lift force on the wing. In fact, Polhamus (1971) who has accurately 
produced the lift .. coefficient. curves theoretically, · describes the lift as the sum of 
a potential theory component and a vortex induced component. It is the vortex 
component which becomes substantial at higher a (see Figure 3). 
There is, of course, a point where the wing stalls. Usually the important 
a where lift begins to drop off is based on a phenomenon. called vortex break-
down. This event, detailed· in· the following section, is characteristically a sud.,. 
. 
den stagnation of- the core of the vortex and a subsequent region of·i':turbqJ.ent 
. ,, 
I, 
''): 
flow·. Since, after br~akdown, the velocities are relatively quite low, the vor1tex-
induced pressures no longer contribute substantially to the lift. At ~oderate 
' ,. • {! l 
• • 
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values of a, this phenomenon of vortex breakdown can· be, seen downstream of 
' the trailing-edge of the wing. As the angle of attack, a, increases, however, the 
po:sition of ·breakdown gradually· moves upstream along the wing and eventually. 
to its apex. It is. at this point that the wing is ~letely stalled. 
.... ' 
. . 
As the breakdown· position moves upstream over the wing, it· leaves a 
, . 
downstream wake of slow turbulent fluid. This .region of smaller negative pres-
' 
• 
sure causes a loss of lift, as verified experimentally by Hummel and Srinivasan 
(1966). They actually found that the lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficient 
cur;ves become non-linea·r at . the angle of attack, a, the breakdown crosses the 
trailing-edge. Further, they found that though vortex breakdown occurs at 
lower o: on higher aspect ratio wings, the effect on lift is not as great .. , This is 
in good agr.eernent with the results of Polhamus which· show vortex lift is a 
greater portion of the total lift for low aspect ratio wings. The critical angle 
where breakdown crosses the trailing edge increases for increasing sweep angle. 
'""""\ 
Studies have shown, however, that the breakdown location does not substantially 
! 
vary with Reynolds number. 
Through detailed experiments in the 1960's and 1970's and continued 
·J"!!r; 
theoretical simulation, many details of the flow field have been established. The 
separation line leading into the vortex is conceptualized as a vortex sheet com-
posed of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities arising out of the shear layer near the 
leading-edge. These instabilities then spiral into the vortex, thereby contributing 
. circulation. Often the vortex itself is considered as an outer irrotational vortex 
with -an ·inner viscous core. Of course, the core is the region of highest axial 
,. 
' 
·•.' 
' 
. 
' ·' 
and tangential velocities. ' ,c'. 
This vortex does not appear in isolation however. Pressure maps strongly 
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suggest the presence of (smaller) secondary ·and tertiary vortices. The secondary . 
. vortex, rotating in opposite sense to the primary, is reasoned to ariser -from 
separation of the wing boundary layer under the primary vortex. This w.ould . 
" • 
be due to the aq.verse pressu~e gradient imposed by the high velocity flow 
aro-untl -the -vortex decelerating as it approaches the primary separation -line or 
.. 
shear _ layer (see Figu_re 4). 
remain(!d -unexplored. 
Details of these types of secondary flows• have 
' . 
The majority of the previous experiments and theoretical modelling have 
focussed on steady flows. Here, however, the interest is on. unsteady events and 
. 
it is necessary to' review work done to date. 
Levin and Katz (1983) produced one of the more prominent works on un-
. 
steady flow past a delta wing. For wings with sweep angles greater than 70 °, 
' 
a phenomenon known as "wing rock" often o-ccurs. Wing rock is a spontaneous 
oscillation about the centerline (rolling mode). By using a free-to-roll apparatus 
• 
and force measurements, they found a limit cycle oscillation set· up by initially 
asymmetric vortices; however, this is not solely a consequence of vortex break-
down. There is asymmetry of the vortex pattern on these low aspect ratio 
wings; that is , the vortices "crowd" each other on the wing. They also found 
that the limit cycle amplitude increases with Reynolds number indicating that 
the oscillation is supplied energy_ by the mean flow and is a form of flow-
induced oscillation. 
' 
Closer to the flow of interest in this study is the work of Carta (1983). 
ii'• 
Therein he compares an unswept wing with a 30 ° swept wing in a pitching os-
• 
cillation. He found. similar hysteresis in the two lift curves; that is, a difference 
between the upstroke and downstroke values. It is worthwhile to note that the 
l 
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steady, pre-stall lift curves were nearly coincident but that the dynamic ·curve 
' . ' 
for the swept wing was shifted to the right. This was explained by the vortex 
lift· contributions being responsible for the divergence. 
\ 
More recently, Gad-El-Hak and Ho (1985J observed hysteresis in the 
• 
leading-edge vortices. . This growth ·and decay of the vortex over an -oscillation --
cycle is apparently related to the hysteresis in lift force noticed by Carta." Gad-
El-Hak and Ho also found this hysteresis present down· to values of reduced fre-
1r Jc 
quency (k=u) of . 0.5. This reduced 'frequency parameter is a similarity 
00 
.-
T 
.parameter for thes~ oscillating unsteady flows. • 
1.3 The Vortex Breakdown Phenomenon 
As previously mentioned, the vortex breakdown phenomenon is a sudden, 
catastrophic stagnation of the vortex core. This is followed by a region of flow 
reversal downstream. Though; much research has been conducted, vortex break._ 
down is not fully understood and models. to predict its occurence are as yet. un- · 
available. 
Many of the research efforts have involved the use of artificial vortex 
.. 
,. 
generation using a vortex tube (Figure 5). Harvey {1962) first employed one of 
these devices consisting of vanes to direct a swirling inlet flow and create a vor-
., 
tex. This simplifies· the study of vortex breakdown and produces a more con-
,,,. ... 
trollable system since the . angle of the vanes determines the amount of swirl in-
itially introduced into the vortex. 
As a result of the experimental findings to date, two flowfield parameters 
can be singled out as ·having the predomin~nt · effect on vortex breakdow:t;1. One, 
the swirl angle is defined as cI> =tan-1 ~ where v is the azimuthal .(swirl)-' 
w 
velocity and w is the axial velocity. 
' ~ 
This parameter is generally found to be 
J.. 
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about 40 ,;. · 45 degrees at the -breakdown location; thus indicating the two 
. . 
, - velocities. are nearly equal. The other parameter of note is the magnitude of 
the. adverse pressure gradient. . Sarpkaya (1974) found that the presence of an 
adverse pressure gradient may . dramatically affect the breakdown location. ·· As 
---each ·of these parameters increase,s, the position o~ breakBown tnoves u-pstream. · 
Basically, -two primary forms of breakdown have been observed: spiral and 
bubble. Actually Faler and Leibovich (1977) have catalogued many different 
.disturbances and breakd_own mechanisms; generally, however, there occurred ei-
ther the spiral or bubble modes. Figure 6 is a classic photograph by Lam-
• 
bourne and B~yer (1961) showing both spiral and bubble forms of breakdown. 
The spiral form occurs more ·often in delta wing .flows. 
From studies of tube flows, it is known that conditions for which each 
breakdown mode occur are correlated to the swirl angle. At low swirl angl~s, 
or swirl velocity, the spiral, or s-mode, appears to be most stable. As the swirl 
increases, the breakdown position moves upstream. At some level of swirl, 
however, both modes occur in what may be termed a "bi-stal;>le" regime. In 
this regime~ the· form of breakdown may oscillate back and forth. There is, 
however, a discontinuity in breakdown location between modes. The magnitude 
of this discontinuity may· be several core diameters. Again, as swirl increases, 
the flow moves into a third regime where the b-mode is most stable. This 
mode then persists as swirl level is increased. 
Based on previous work, Leibovich (1978) proposed segmentation of the 
vortex flow into three distinct regions. The first is the approach flow, upstream 
of breakdown. This region may be considered as nearly potential flow with a 
' 
concentrated vortex core containing most of the vorticity. The axial velocity 
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profile is similar to a jet · profile · and changes only slowly . in. the axial direction . 
Region two, the breakdown region, is divided into. three zones. Zone one is the 
' t·"' - . 
rapid deceleration of Aihe core to a stagnation. point. Zone two is a region · of 
• 
reverse flow. 1 Zone three is a sub-region of. axial flow restoration with low-
~- -frequency ·turbulence~ The last--~ajor region, the wake region, again is ~r-tical 
. ·with slow axial changes but now has an axial velocity profile resembling a bluff 
I 
. ' 
• 
body wake. 
J 
' . 
The theoretical modelling of vortex breakdown has bean primarily aimed at 
-..,, 
different types of stability analysis. Much 'debate has centered on whether 
breakdown is the result ~f axisymmetric or non-axisymmetric disturbances. The 
two modes, · s and b, . are non-axisymmetric and · axisymmetric, respectively. 
Since no definitive theory exists, there is still no agreement on ~hich, if either, 
J 
form is dominant. There are, however, several important theories to consider. 
One of the earliest postulations was the concept of a critical state (Squire, 
1960). The basis of this, and many later theories, is the possibility of in-
. 
finitesimal perturbations travelling up and/ or downstream. If the disturbances 
can only travel . downstream the flow is called "supercritical" where if the per-; ' 
turbations may also travel upstream, the flow is "subcritical". . The conditions 
between these, known ·as the critical point, would allow some infinite wavelength 
standing wave. 
The relevance of these states to vortex breakdown follows. If a. perttir-
bation exists in a subcritical state, the disturbance will . travel upstream until it 
t ~:i' 
.. , 
reaches the supercritical state. This acts as a barrier to these upstream travell-
ing waves which then build up at the critical point. The buildup of these 
waves leads to breakdown at this point. Squire's calculations led to the conclu-
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sion that the aximuthal (swirl) velocity would be·· slightly higher than the axial 
' 
velocity-. Since th"'e swirl velocities have been measured as slightly less or equal· 
. I 
.. 
to axial . velocities, this is a reasonable result, except, of _course, for· flows with 
. "' 
adverse pr~ssure gradients. 
A criticized point (Hall,_ 1972) · of Squire's analysis is that he u-sed a 
columnar vortex model. · Otherwise, the explc;nation does offer a fairly physical 
interpretation for the possible cause of vortex breakdown. :This shortcoming is 
also perhaps not as inappropriate· as the following non-axisymmetric theory of 
Ludwieg (1962). 
' 
In his theory, Ludwieg proposes that the . vortex is unstable to spiral dis-
" ' 
turbances. This leads · to a stability criterion based on a velocity profile 
:, .. 
parameter. If a particular profile' is unstable, certain disturb.ances may be 
amplified thus causing breakdown. The drawback here is that the geometry 
used in the analysis was for an annulus flow. Also, as this theory is analagous 
t9 shear layer instability one would expect to see a growing disturbance prior to 
the actual breakdown. In support of Ludwieg's theory, Wedemeyer (1982) as-
St:!rts that the theory leads to reasonable estimates of stability ranges based on 
the vortex velocity profile. 
The results of these and later works only serve to emphasize the com-
plexity of the situation. Many authors seem to confine their concepts to the 
. axisymmetric -case but this can be misleading. Both forms of breakdown are 
significant and perhaps a fore comprehensive theory . is necessary. Leibovich 
(1984) seems closest to a realistic solution by suggesting interactions between 
different modes of instability. The reasoning in this case that axisymmetric 
propagation might·. lead to instability· in· a spiral mode. Whether or not this 
• 
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Chapter .2 
Experfrnental ·. Apparatus and TechnytueS· · · 
2.1 A Computer Controlled Pitching Delta Wing 
For these experiments, it .was desired to produce a · pui:e pitching 
mec~anism for oscillating a delta wing. One requirement was that·· the 
mechanism provide at least harmonic motion. The fin:il design was chosen for 
' simplicity _and positive control. The wing was controlled· by a shaft . mounted 
parallel to the trailing-edge and connected to the trailing-edge. A concave slot 
. ' 
was machined into the trailing-edge to receive the shaft. Then, as the shaft is 
rotated, the wing pitches about that- axis. This method has an advantage over 
four-bar linkages of absolutely positive control with completely harmonic motion, ., . 
if dfsired.. The major disadvantage is in possible flow distortion at the rear 
corners of the wing where the shaft connects to the trailing-edge.· In order to 
investigate such effects, the shaft was connected from one side only; the other 
side was left free. Also, in an earlier wire mounted device, tests were made of 
the effect of· various cylinders placed behind the trailing-edge. 
employed (about 0.25 inches), no adverse effects were noted. 
For the • sizes 
The other main goal was to improve the accuracy in control of displace-
ment and oscillation frequency over previously employed an:alog "devices. As 
stepper motor technology had recently been implemented for the experiments of 
Utsch (1987) this technology was adapted to the present experiment. The step-
per motor is simply a magnetic armature on which an output shaft is mounted. 
Electric C.r,oils are positioned around the armature in a circular array. By ac-
tivating the coils in a prescribed sequence, the armature, and therefore the 
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· shaft, is rotated. The coils are activated with on ,,or off pulses and the result-
ing motion is in discre'te ,steps. The advantage a stepper motor has .. over a DC 
·~ . 
servo motor is that the stepper is easily and accurately controlled, whereas a 
servo motor requires a complex feedback circuit for accurate positioning. 
The result of this d~sign ·was a trailing-edge pitching-axis. device (Figure .. 
7). It consisted of a Superior Electric Slo-Syn Mode] M063-FC09 stepper motor 
' 
driving a miniature roller chain which in turn drives a shaft connected to the 
trailing-edge of the wing. As the stepper rnotor inherently runs in a 200 step 
per revolution mode (1.8 degrees per step) the discrete steps of the shaft would 
be obvious. 'In order to make the steps much finer, a gearbox device ( 5:1 
ratio ) was' attache? between the motor output shaft and the p.inion sprocket at 
. ' 
the upper connection to the drive chain. The ratio of gear to pinion sprockets 
~ 
on the drive chain ·was 3:1 giving a total reduction of 15:1. This equivalently 
provided 3000 steps per revolution, or 0.12 degrees per step, at the shaft driving 
the wing. For frequencies of oscillation under consideration this produced nearly 
continuous motion. A side effect of this reduction was that · the motor must 
run 15 times faster than without the reducing mechanism to produce the same 
frequency. 
The wing under consideration here was fashioned from plexiglas. Plexiglas 
was used to allow the· laser light, to be mentioned later, to pass through the 
wing. The chord length was 5.625 inches (14.29 cm) and the sweep angle was 
75 degrees. This produced a trailing-edge span of three inches (7.62 cm) and 
aspect ratio of 1.07. The thickness of the wing was nominally 0.25 inches ( .626 
-
cm). The upper surface of the wing was left flat while the lower was ·machined 
first at 20, then at 10 degrees and finally sanded to produce a rounded profile· 
13 
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(see Figure 8). In order to satisfy the visualization re_quirements it was also 
. i;iecessary to polish the wing as finely as possible where it had been machined. 
I 
This was done by hand, due to the size and curvature of the wing, using one-,. 
micron alurn.1rta powder in the final step. The wing was then mounted by set 
screws through the drive--shaft-intu the concave trailing edge. 
, 
The motorized delta wing was computer driven 
' 
by a Zenith Z-241 
microcoqiputer. A new driver program set was. written by Hunt (1987a) for 
real-time, synchronous computer control of mult_iple tasks: This software con- · 
• 
sisted of two modules: the Concurrent Task Language (CTL), which "compiles" 
the given driver function(s), and produces a profile for execution; and the Con"" 
current Task EXecution module ( CTEX) which executes the profile generated by 
CTL. CTL is a general purpose progr.am capable of compiling multiple· tasks 
such as motor control functions, information display r"outines, · hydrogen bubble 
generator interfaces, and data acquisition. Each task desired by the user has an 
associated controller function which controls the timing of each event. With 
I 
motor control, for example, the user simply needs to provide a mathematical 
0 . 
statement which expresses the motor displacement as a function of time. From 
the user-specified control functions for. each task, CTL produces a profile which 
is a time schedule of action events. CTEX, the execution module, then executes 
this profile in real time. CTEX is the control center which actually provides 
computer control over the various inp1Jt/output devices (parallel and serial 
ports, CRT, data acquisition boards, etc ) . Several options given by CTEX are 
-1 • 
the ability to arbitrarily repeat a prdfile or continue it indefinitely and to 
schedule delays between cycles of execution. 
For the. stepper motor control circuit, there was· an interface which con-
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sisted of two circuit boards: a custom-built indexer board and a Slo-Syn 
. . 
STM-101 translator module. The indexer board decoded the digital signals from. 
the· computer parallel port and sent requests for ·motion. to the translator 
• module. · The translator module actually regulated the power to the motor 
' windings as _necessary and drew the required power from- an Adtech · Brute II 
DC power supp_ly. (see Figure 9). 
The test chamber was a large all-plastic water channel· with test section 
dimensions of 2f t x 3ft x 10 ft ( 61 cm x 91cm x 305cm). The channel has · a 
maximum ftee-stream velocity of approximately 25 cm/sec and a turbulence in-
. I 
tensity of approximately five. per:cent at that speed· (see· Lotfy, 1987). 
2.2 Hydrogen Bubble Probes 
The equipment described above details the driving mechanism and the 
model, ·but perhaps the most important part of this experiment was the 
visualization equipment. First of all, the method of hydrogen bubble visualiza-
· tion was used. This technique liberates hydrogen bubbles as flow markers 
through electrolysis. Platinum wire of 0.001 inch (0.025 m-rn) diai:n,eter is used 
as the cathode .. at which the hydrogen bubbles are generated. . Although-· the 
platinum is more fragile than, say, steel, it is inert and therefore non-corrosive. 
A carbon rod (the anode) completes the electrical circuit and produces oxygen 
bubbles. It is usually · placed away from the model in the water channel. The 
hydrogen bubbles are used instead of oxygen bubbles due to their smaller size 
and the fact that twice as much hydrogen is generated in the reaction. 
A rigid' probe ( often brass tubing) is employed as the means for both sup-
porting 
desired. 
, . 
' "-· 
the wire t\ll tension and 
~ 
Single wire probes, which 
• 
...... 
also positioning the generating wire(s) . as 
• 
have been in use for many years, consist of 
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a supporting frame on which a platinum wire is mounted (see Figure iO). A 
secendary purpose of the probe is for provi.ding a means to convey the electrical 
\ 
signal to the wire. One method commonly used· is to "electrify" the probe itself 
apd simply solder the· wire to the probe thus completing an. electrical circuit. A 
more sophisticated technique is to run an . insulated copper wire through the hol-
_low tubing. of the probe and connect the platinum· wire directly. The adv·antage 
in this method is that there is a lower electrical resistance in the copper wire 
" 
than in the entire brass probe. 
.. 
This 1results in the ability~-to use lower voltages 
and still a;chieve the desired current in the wire/ 
./ ------; 
/\...~.--./· / 
The unique technique in this experiment was the use of multiple platinum 
wire' bubble prob~s for p·ortions of the- experiment. After much collaboration 
and experimentation by the authbr and Utsch (1987), a multiple wire probe was 
"""' 
perfected (Figure 11). The latest models consist of a brass frame (both U-
shaped and square frames have been employed) with connecting rods for the 
support. Solid brass members were requir,ed for additional rigidity in the probe. 
The brass frame is covered with heat shrink tubing for .insulation. Plexiglas 
pegs are press-fitted. into. spaced holes in this frame. The holes may .be drilled 
into the probe on either the horizontal or vertical members or both. This al-
. lows a probe with either horizontal or vertical wires or a combination; that is, 
a grid of hydrogen bubble wires. Copper wire is then mounted inside the pegs 
on the frame. Th,e copper wire here serves the same purpose .as for single wire 
. , 
probes but must be run along the outside of the frame as the members are·~1fow 
solid. When the bubble producing platinum wire is then added to the frame, 
the pegs can be used for spacing control and support for "stringing" the probe. 
' 
The · platinum wire, however, is soldered at each turn to the copper wire which 
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., is stripped in the area of platinum wire only... This provides for a maximized 
electrical connection with a minimum resistance and minimum losses.· Note that 
the p]atinum wires are connected here· in parallel. 
Construction and use of these ·probes .. requires a good deal of patience. In 
order to produce grid-like probes and yet not have the supporting structure in-
' terfere with the flow fie]d, requires long sections of wire. A typical probe size 
is 1 ft x i ft (30.5 x 30~5 cm). When using platinum wire this means an ex-
'pensive probe, and, quite . frequently a broken o~e. 
• 
It takes a two to four hour 
period to "string" a probe such as the 68 wire versio~_. Although great strides 
have been made in construction of these probes, there is much room for im-
provement. 
There are two more components to a hydrogen bubbte circuit: a .power 
supply and an electrolyte. Since the · current supplied to the platinum wire is 
directly related to the rate of bubble production, both of these components. are 
quite important. Critical to the determination of the wire-water circuit resis-
tance is the amount· of . electrolyte. In these experime·nts, sodium· sulfate 
' (anhydrous) was used in amounts of about one to · three grams per liter. Now 
·, 
as the presence of electrolyte lowers the water resistance, and hence increases 
the current drawn for a fixed voltage, a greater rate of bubble production is 
achieved. It was found that when connecting one of the multi-wire bubble 
probes to generators previously used for one wire, the production was not ade-
quate. The older generators were limited .to 150 volts and 200 milliamps; they 
were not sufficient. Another generator was built which provided 290 volts and 
' 
.. 
approximately 5 amps. There was a tradeoff between the generator ratings and 
the quantities of sodium sulfate until a suitable configuration was reached .. 
• 
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" Using ·the previously mentioned generator and adding the electrolyte -gradually, 
' \ 
acceptable bubbles were eventually obtained for a 15 wire bubble probe. This 
config.uration required a healthy output of more, than _ 2 amps from the gener-
• 
ator. It was noted (Hunt, 1987b) that the current drawn is more dependent 
', 
• 
upon the spatial area of bubble production than the number of wires per se . 
.. 
The ref ore, the spacing of the 
.--.-, 
was quite important . There must be • wires 
' 
another tradeoff between the spatial area required for complete visualization, of 
the model and the spacing necessary for examining detailed flow structure. The 
spacing varied from probe to probe hi the range of 1/8" to 1/4" (3 to 6 mm) 
with the number of wires varying up to 68. 
J, 
One of the significant problems with these probes is the requirement for a 
' 
much higher current than that necessary for single wire probes. This proved to 
be a problem with the 68 wire probe since ,the current appeared so high as to 
cause platinum wires to fail near the electrical junction. This \Was deduced from 
. p 
' 
the fact that a great majority of the wires failed in the region where the cur-
rent enters the probe. The solution here may be in a more sophisticated gener-
.. , . ·~ .... ~ 
ator which has greater current control capability. 
2.3 Three-Dimensional Laser Scanning System 
Once the hydrogen bubbles have been produced and the wing is in motion, 
• 
the bubbles must be illuminated. A technique of laser light scanning was used 
for this illumination. A Lexel 2-watt argon ion laser was used in the multi-line 
mode permitting an actual output of nearly 4 watts. This multi-line mode con-
sists of all wavelengths of light generated by the laser instead of just "one _ (?T 
two as in normal operation. The beam was steered by mirrors to a General 
Scanning G-120D scanner galvanometer. On· the galvanometer was moul).ted a 7 
18 
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mm x 7 mm · aluminized mirror. The galvanometer has the ability to quickly . 
scan across a field upto about 140 degrees. With the beam reflecting onto the 
galvanometer mirror and the galvanometer scanning, a laser-illuminated "slice~ 
of the flowfield is produced. The actual thickness of the laser slice is typically 
,. 
under '5 mm thick in practice. . As a 120 frame per second Videologic Instar 
video system was employed for recording, it was necessary to scan at a much 
higher rate of approximately 800-100 scans· per second so as to avoid aliasing 
. ' 
lines on . the video screen. This was accomplished by externally driving the gal-
• 
, 
' 
• r 
... 
' . 
..... 
-
- .~ ' 
' 
vanometer controller with an Interstate High Voltage Log-Lin Sweep Generator 
- . . 
(Model F47). The inherent capability of the galvanometer controller was only 
about 300 scans per second. 
This galva·nometer was mounted on a custom-built rail system which then 
allowed quick positioning of the laser slice. The rail system constructed consists 
\ 
of an x-y-0 table (Figure 12) which translates in the streamwise and cross-
stream directions and then pivots about a vertical axis. This gives the ability 
to arbitrarily slice the flow field ~t any angle at almost any · location within the 
test section. The design.· of the system minimi~es the need to re-align the optics 
for each orientation of the slice. In the present experiment, the laser slice 
passed through the polished plexiglas wing to illuminate the hydrogen bubbles 
on the suction side of the wing. The end result of this system is a continuous 
view of any slice of the flow field throughout the wing motion. 
! 
' 
.. 
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2.4 The Flow ViE?ualization Techniques 
· By use of the laser scanning system, a , sheet. of light was generat-ed in the 
-plane of the -flow ?f interest . ' This sheet of intense, cohe'rent light adequately il-
luminates the hydrogen bubbles over a short distance of perhaps 1 cm at most. 
'~,, 
The advantage here over diffuse lighting is that one can examine a given slice 
or plane of the flow field without intervening bubbles obscuring the region of in-
'-
terest. 
·Once the desired plane of the flow is illuminated, the video system is posi-
tioned to view the images. Two approaches used here were end and side views 
of the pitching wing· apparatus · (see Figure 13). 'A side view is easily ac-
" 
comodated by the plexiglas walls of the apparatus. The camera may be directly 
~ 
trained on the subject wing and/or flow structures. The end • view is slightly 
more complicated since this is in the direction of. the flow. Barrinj the use of 
c_ 
an underwater camera, a small mirror (approximately 13 x .18 cm) may be 
placed downstream of the wing· device so as to reflect the image out the side of 
the water channel. Care must be taken in keeping the mirror sufficiently 
.. 
downstream to minimize the flow disturbance. 
2.4.1 Use of Multiple Wire Hydrogen Bubble Probes 
The concept behind a multiple wire bubble probe is to allow simultaneous 
tracking of bubble particles over a large field without resorting to traversing a 
single probe through endless iterations. A primary . advantage also is that the 
combination of a multiple wire probe and an end view provides quite a visual 
' 
and conceptual picture of· the flow physics. This is one method .. employed for 
this experiment. 
' . 
The type of wjre. configuration is critical to the results desired. Both 
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horizontal and vertical wire configurations. were used arid both were found to 
provide different infor~ation. 'rhe choice between these types can be based 
" 
upon the direction of the velocities one wishes to inv~stigate. A horizontal 
) 
prope would show changes in -vertical velocity better than ·a horizontal probe 
and vice versa. The latest probe model with 68 . wires Wi;ts actually of a grid 
configuration with both horizontal and vertical wires ( see Figure 11). There has 
not been sufficient testing to perfect such a complex, probe. This probe, 
' 
.. 
howeyer; does provide more information than either horizontal or vertical alone 
and. should be used over uniJdirectional probes if possible. A grid probe yields 
streamline information . in steady flow where a uni-directional probe fails to .· 
provide information · about velocities in the plane of the bubble sheet . 
• 
The "state of the art" in these grid bubble probes appears to be about 25 
wires. Utsch (1987) has successfully crei4ed a 25 wire grid probe (with 12 or 
13 wires in each direction) with 3/8 inch (9.5 mmJ spacing. The 68 wire probe 
' 
(with· 34 wires in each direction) was an attempt at 1/4 inch (6.4 mm) spacing. 
For my earlier phase of experiments, only a 15-wire horizontal p,robe and 27-
wire vertical wire probe were available. Of these two cases, the horizontal . 
. 
probe provided much better results. This was due in part to insulating 
problems with the vertical probe and also to current requirements. 
Given one of the probes mentioned above, it- is necessary to install it in 
" 
the flow test section. The method used was to locate the probe just upstream 
of the wing apex and generate parallel, multiple sheets of bubbles that impinged 
. upon the wing. A cross-stream laser sheet was positioned to provide distinct 
chordwise "slices" of the flowfield. · By use of the end-view mirror method 
described previously, these "slices" were recorded for both steady' and unsteady 
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2.4.2 Application and Interpretation of Multiple Bubble Surfaces 
A technique has been applied to these multiple wire bubble surfaces which 
\ recreates, in effect, an instantaneous flow field. Lawson (1986, 1987) and Curtis 
--
(1987) have developed programs utilizing a computer-aided design (CAD) system 
'(McDonnell Douglas' Unigraphics II) to acquire multiple flow slices and generate 
surfaces fitting these curves. 
The idea is to create slices of· the flow at different chordwise locations for 
' . 
either steady or unsteady cases ( see Figure i 4). In each of these slices, since 
the multiple wire probe is used, there are multiple bubbles lines which hav-e 
been swept downstream from their respective generating wires. These bubble 
lines may then be ,digitized in the form of spline curves on the computer sys-
tem. The custom-written program re-connects. these curves through chordwise 
space and creates a surface representing the instantaneous streak-surface from a 
. . 
given wire. As multiple wires are used, multiple surfaces are easily produced. 
Afterwards these groups of surfaces may be viewed from any arbitrary direction. 
' Figure 15 shows a sample of this technique. 
~ An analogous version of this technique was 
) 
applied to preliminary work 
from this experiment using a technique due to Atta and Rockwell (1987). In 
this early· technique, • a wire was mounted such that it moved with the wing 
• 
apex ( the "flying" wire); it was pulsed to provide the same instantaneous 
streak-surfaces but by a Lagrangian method. 
This leads to the need to interpret the reconstructed surfaces. Of course, 
in a steady flow, these surfaces represent stream-surfaces. If · the grid probe 
II 
'method is applied then individual streamlines would be created leading directly 
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to velocity information throughout the flow field. The more interesting, and
 
relatively ·undescribed, unsteady case J1 provides less obvious interpretation. In 
such a case, the surfaces, or nodal lines in the case of the grid method, give
 
only streak in.formation directly. By tracking the grid nodes over short dis-
tances, instantaneous velocities and streamline . patt~_rns can be constructed.
 
This effort is currently underway . 
2.4.3 Use of Single Wire Hydrogen 
~~ 
(_ -. 
{'" 
.. 
Bubble Probes 
Though the multiple wire probe provides quite interesting results,· it ap-
pears to omit some of the details of the vortex core. The techniques employing
 
single wires are more specifically directed to providing· high resolution insight
 
into desired regions of the flow. The two orientations of the single wire used
 
for this experiment were horizontal and vertical. Figure 16 shows the orien-
. 
. 
tations employed which are explained in the following. 
I • 
One objective· of this single · wire method was obtaining velocity infor-
mation. By pulsing the wire and only tracking the bubble timeline over a short
 
distance in the end view, the swirl (tangential) velocities can be estimated. Of 
importance is the tangential velocity around · the vortex core which would poten-
tially lead to an estimate of circulation. This technique is really confined to
 
' \ 
the steady case and single wire probes. The reason for this is that these probes
 
' 
may insert bubbles into a certaiB location without upstream history effects. 
In the horizontal case, the wire was placed cross-stream over the wing. 
Different elevations above the wing lead to different bubble line profiles as the
 
,. 
wire is centered on· different regions of the vortical structure(s). Here, again, 
the laser slice was positioned cross-stream and viewed from the end. The 
development downstream of the wire could be found by positioning the slice at
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different downstream locations . 
.,. 
For the .. vertical probe there are perhaps more variations in probe location 
• 
which may be applied. One simple and effective location is in front of the 
apex. This location provides_ !_>_ubb}es which are entrained into the core of the 
vortex. By moving the wire from side to side, the level of bubble concentration 
in the core can be altered. Either a tight concentrated core or: some helical 
outer windings of the core may be visualized. In the event that breakdown 
location is desired, the concentrated core is most useful. In other cases, such as 
looking at the breakdown itself, the outer ~indings may give desirable infor- · 
• 
I 
mation. With the wire located in either of these locations, both end and side '· 
views are extremely useful. Another location for the vertical wire is alongside 
.. :.,__ . 
the wing. This .provides interesting detail of the spiral nature 'of the vortex 
·1· 
when viewed frorn · the end. A final location for the vertical wire is behind the.· 
trailing edge. T.his position may also yield tangential velocity profiles when 
viewed from the end and the wire is pulsed. 
For the combination of a vertical wire and a side vie\v, it was found that 
the laser slice , should be along the vortex core. This provided a nice cross-
section of the vortex which, after breakdown, simplifies visualization of the tur-
'lf 
bulent, highly three-dimensional region. 
2.4.4 Notes on the Hydrogen Bubble Technique 
There are several sources of uncertainty in employing the hydrogen bubble 
' 
" 
visualization technique. Most of the uncertainties 9-rise from the fact that the 
hydrogen bubbles are not neutrally buoyant. The primary sources of uncer-
• 
tainty· are: frrquency response of the bubbles to flow velocity perturbations; bub-
ble rise due to buoyancy; bubble slip arising from pre~sure gradients in the flow; 
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and bubble retardation in the wake of the generating wires. .. 
First to be addressed is the frequency response of the bubbles. As each 
,bubble has an associated mass; it may not immediately respond to quick 
' 
changes in flow velocities.. Schraub et al. ( 1965) found that bubbles on the or-
der of .001 inch ( .025 mm) diameter shou]d respond very well, in both m.ag-
nitude and phase, for velocity fluctuations less than 500 Hz (see Figure 17). In 
the present study, th·e driving frequency of the wing is._ on_ the order of one Hz;· 
well below the region of severe amplitude or phase distortion. Also along these 
lines is the importance of disturbance amplitude relative to bubble size. The 
vortices above the wing ahd the associated vortex sheet may . have a typical 
fluctuation of about 10 Hz. With a flow speed of 19 cm/sec this leaves a typi-
cal length scale of about 1 cm and this is several orders of magnitude above 
the bubble diameters of 0.001 inches. 
A more significant concern is the bubble rise velocity due to buoyancy ef-
fects. During ·the process of bubble generation, large bubbles, are always 
e___,. ) . 
produced. These bubbles have significant rise rates and are therefore ignored in 
visualization. The smaller bubbles which are .. dominant, and are the ones ac-
~ 
tual~ tracked for quantitative analysis of the visualization, are approximately 
, 
0.001 in (0.025 mrr1) in diameter (the same as the producing wire). Lusseyran 
i~. 
VT 
and Rockwell (1988) give a dimensionless terminal rise velocity· u (U 00 is the 
00 
freestream velocity) of approximately 0.04 for 1 cm/sec flows. For the min-
imum flowspeeds considered in this experiment (6 cm/sec) this gives a value of 
less than 0.01 (see Figure 18). This value is much less than the flow speeds of 
concerin and over the distances of concern ( ~- 25 <,:n;:t ) is negligible. 
Bubble "slip" arises from the density difference between the bubbles and 
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the surrounding water when there is a pressure gradient :: present. The mag-
nitude of the slip velocity is defined in terms o,f U 8, the speed of the bubble 
-relative to its surroundings. It can be approximated in accord with the follow-
ing equation: 
ap ( 41r ~1 ) = 1 z 2 
.tr,- 2pU s 1f R CD ' as . 3 
(2.1) 
·in which R is the bubble radius, CD is the drag coefficient of the bubble, and p 
is the density. The above equation can be simplified to 
ap 
as 
3 CD 
-pU 2_. 
8 s R 
(2.2) 
• 
It is necessary to calculate the pressure· gradient. The· gradient associated with -
/ 
an isolated v.ortex is 
ap r 
= p 
as 47r2,-3 
(2.3) 
in which we approximate r ~ 1rdV8 • From equations (2.2) and (2.3), the slip 
velocity may be written as: 
BR I' u2 - ----
s - ·- 3 CD 41r2,-3 
Taking r = 10-2 ft, d - 2x 10-2 ft, V8 = 10-1 /t/ s, CD - 0.2, we obtain 
u 
V ~ 2.sx10- 2 
8 
( 2.4) 
(2.5) 
We note that the value of r is very small and represents an extreme case (i.e. 
n"ear the center of the vortex core). Consequently, bubble slip is a small con.,. 
tribution .to. the uncertainty. 
A further concern is the wake of the wire that generates the bubbles . 
• 
The square supporting structure is made as large as possible and placed so as 
to keep the side wakes away from the model. The wires themselves, however, 
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must be directly in line with· the model; moreover, the bubbles in their· wak~s 
are of direct interest. Schraub et al. (1965), show th.at for 0.001 in (0.025 mm) 
wires actively generating h_ydrogen bubbles, the· defect velocity again reaches the 
freestream velocity within 70 wire diameters or 0.070 in (1.78 mm). Lusseyran 
' 
and Rockwell (1988) further com,pare the results to empirical corre]ations_ (see 
\I 
~ Figure 19). In these experiments, the ·probe wires are typically 0.25 in (6 mm) 
away from the model which allows sufficient time for the defect to vanish. 
' Finally, since the wire-to-wire spacing is at least 3 / 16 in ( 4.8 mm) and much 
greater than 50 wire diameters no cross communication between wire wakes is 
expected. It is noted here that in tube banks, significant effects on the drag 
coefficient are not seen for a spacing over 50 diameters (Blevins, 1977). This 
parameter is perhaps a guide to the limits of cross-communication between 
wires. The spacings in use here are approximately 180 wire diameters. 
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Chap er 
Experimental Res Its 
3.1 A .Relative Velocity Concept 
3 
and 
. . 
' 
• 
• 
·--
Discussion 
From the results __ of visualization, the need for a velocity parameter be-
I 
comes apparent. ,_ It is clear that in these unsteady cases, there may be severe 
hysteresis in vortex formation. This hysteresis is a function of the portion of 
the oscillation loop the wing is undergoing. A simple velocity vector analysis 
follows which outlines a relative velocity concept to be used in further discus-
' 
• 
SIOn . 
In this study, the wing was pitched about its trailing edge in a sinusoidal 
fashion. The instantaneous angle of attack is given by 
... , 
a (t) = a 0 + A sin (wt) (3.1) 
where a 0 is the mean angle, A is the amplitude of oscillation, and w is the an-
gular frequency. 
Now consider a point, p, along the chord of the wing (see Figure 20). 
. . 
The chordwise distance along the wing, from the trailing-edge, is r . Since a 
- p 
comparison with a fixed laser sheet is desired, it is more appropriate to use the 
distance r0 and relate r0 to rP by: 
r =--
P COS a 
• The velocity at this point on the wing is simply 
da 
V=r---
P Pdt 
where , ,_ 
do· 
-- = wAcos (wt) dt 
' .~ . 
-~--------------t,--~-· -· 
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from (3.i). Note now that the oncoming fluid experiences a relative velocity of ,. 
opposite sense to V and also note that V is normal to the .~ing. This gives p , •·, . , p 
(3.5) 
which is the wing-induced normal velocity. 
It is my contention that a significant parameter in this unsteady case is 
the normal relative velocities~ encountered by the fluid as it approaches the 
wing. It is this velocity which controls the shear layer at the leading edge of 
the wing. The tangential velocities must play a part in producing the overall 
shape of the flow field but the normal 
dominant in the shear layer region. 
velocities 
Further 
to 
as 
the • wing 
the • wing 
would seem most 
·' 
- - - - -- ··-· ---- - - - ---------
motion does not 
change the velocity tangent to the wing, this will be omitted in the following 
analysis." 
Now the problem is one of superposing the wing-induced velocity on the 
• 
freestream velocity. The freestream contributes a normal velocity component, 
UN' which is : 
(3.6) 
where U is the freestream velocity. Now superposing the two normal com-
oo 
ponents leaves a total, normal, relative velocity 
J"' 
r0wAcos (wt) 
VTN. U cpsin a. -
cos Q 
(3.7) 
This term should then be th~ driving force in the shear l·?yer region. 
- . •. . , . . . . - -
There are several implications of this result. First, the wing-induced term 
may be wholly negative or positive during the upstroke and downstroke of the 
• 
..) 
wing, respectively. Therefore, during the upstroke tlie relative normal velocity 
is decreased while it is increased on the downstroke. The magnitude of the 
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wing-induced portion increases with the distance from the trailing-edge, r O, or 
alternately r P; the angular frequeocy, w; and the oscillation amplitude, A. If the 
combination of these· three parameters is large enough, the total relative 
velocity, can, in fact, become negative. A comparison of the ,velocity vectors for 
the upstroke and downstroke is shown in Figure 21. 
By similar analysis, the normal acceleration of the wing is 
d2a r o .. 2 . 
ap= rp~= - w As1n (wt) . 
dt 2 cos a (3.8) • 
This term could be prominent in determining the amount of vorticity created. 
There is, however, an added acceleration (or deceleration) in the shear layer 
which comes about right at the wing leading-edge. This added term is directly 
. 
related to the relative velocity as should be the thickness of the, shear layer. 
For this reason, the correlation of the results will be based on the relative 
' velocity, noting that the wing-induced acceleration i~ ·in phase with the wing 
D 
' • 
motion where the shear layer deceleration should be fairly in phase with the 
relative velocity. 
The purpose of this analysis. is to provide more physical meaning to the 
effects of pitching. This has been employed. for consideration of the vortex con-
tribution but the Jt>tential lift and drag should be similarly affected. In fact, it 
would be quite difficult to separate the contributions from each component ex-
perimentally. 
• 
·,_;-~\ 
/ 
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3. 2 Experimental Procedure 
The experimental focus·· came about in two phases. The first phase was a 
study · of the flow structure as a whole and was conducted with the aid of the 
multiple wire bubble probes. During this phas·e, a comparison across several 
paramet~·~s was performed. , They· . included mean angle of attack, frequency of 
oscillation, and chordwise position. Mean angles of attack ranged from zero. to 
, fifty degrees, however, the results of the higher angle series were poor. The fre-
quencies of .oscillation ranged from 0.125 Hertz (K = 0.24) upto 1.0 Hertz (K = 
· 1.94). For the present analysis, these two extreme values provide the. ,majority 
of the- compar-is6n. -The oscillat-i0Hs-- -ther:nselves---wtre- si-nusoi-ds.--a-hout--- -th-e--0m-ea.n 
' 
angle of attack with an amplitude of 10 degrees. Finally, the chord wise 
development of the vortex is under consideration from apex· to trailing-edge at 
increments equivalent to 0.2 times the chord. 
Phase two of the experimental process was concerned with more detailed 
flow analysis. To this end, the single wire probes were used exclusively. 
Resultingly, three categories of information evolved; general vortex structure 
(forced and unforced); attempts at velocity profile gathering; and vortex break-
down (forced and unforced). For the first portion, small amplitude (1 ° ), high 
frequency oscillations were employed while in the last portion, a ramp forcing 
was employed to investigate the associated effects. 
The visualization results of these experiments are presented in the form of 
individual . pictures or frames excerpted from the lnstar video system. The 
'' 
photographs included have been selected as the most representative of the 
various cases. under study. The following sections attempt to analyze and corre-
late the informatJon contained in these phot-os. 
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3.3 Overall Flow Structure Via The Multiple Bubble Wire 
Probes 
.... __ / 
'In' general flow terms, one of the most dramatic observations is the ap-
pearance of hysteresis in vortex. formation even at relatively low reduced fre-
quencies (K" = 0.24). This ·is evidenced in Figure 22 which actually compares a 
high (K 1.95) and a low (K = 0.24) reduced frequency with a stationary 
case. Concentrating on the low frequency case, there is a discrepancy in flow 
structure among the 10 ° upstroke, 10 ° downstroke, and 10 ° stationary cases. 
This is the basic "hysteresis" in vortex formation. Even at these low fre-
__ quencies, the_flow structur.e is__ not quit.e quasi:.Steady. _ It should be noted that 
Gad-El-Hak and Ho ( 1985) also found hysteresis down to K = 0. 25. 
While at this one angle of attack, the difference may be relatively minor, 
the degree of hysteresis may change with a and even with streamwise location. 
Figure 24 _ emphasizes the variation with a. This figure directly contrasts the 
chord location of ; :__ 0.4 (left colum~) with the trailing-~dge (; = 1.0 , right 
. 
column). ( Note that x is used here to indicate the time-mean suction side 
' 
location where the vertical laser sheet passes through the wing ) . Given are the 
upstroke and downstroke cases for two different angles of attack during the os-
cillation cycle ( 14 and 8 degrees): This series indicates that the hysteresis can 
' . 
··· be significant; notably" at the lower angle of attack. Also note, that the entire 
figure is at a low reduced frequency and yet shows definite hysteresis. Remark-
ably, however, the flow structure in the upstream case is physically similar 
•• 
(though not dimensionally) to the trailing-edge case. This would appear to in-
f 
dicate that the degree of hysteresis does not vary substantially in the stream-
wise direction at these low 'frequencies. 
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' This hysteresis is dramatically -more pronounced · for higher values of 
reduced frequency. Again, Figure 22 compares a high (K 1.95) and low (K 
= 0.24) reduced frequency throughout an oscillation cycle. The higher frequency · 
,. 
case consistenly has a higher degree of hyst~resis. From photographs it is ap-
paren"t that the. vortex can be greatly enhanced and diminished all. in one cycle 
of oscillation. The difference is· that the downstroke enhances while the 
upstroke diminishes the vortex. 
During this upstroke at higher reduced·· frequencies, the vortex is often 
missing from the wing surface. This result occurs , even t'hough the wing is at a 
·-~---positive -angle- of~attack {-see- Figure 22 - left _ _coLu_mn, Figure 23: - right column, 
and Figure 25 - left column). At the same stationary angle of attack the vor-
. tex is always present on the unyawed (that· is, parallel to the freestream) wing . 
. 
This is also the case for the lower reduced frequency in these same figures. 
Not only is the vortex absent but in the extreme case of K = 1.95, there 
have been appearances of "reversed" vortex shedding on the pressure sideof the 
wing. This is the case in Figure 23 listed above. As the wing is polished 
plexiglas, the flowfield underneath the wing is visible. There is definite evidence 
in these photographs of vortical . structures forming on the pressure side of the . 
wing. . Upon video playback, these· structures are quite obvious but somewhat 
turbulent and shortlived. This reversed vortex shedding, if · indeed the case, 
would be quite analagous, to the normal standing vortices formed at a fixed 
0, 
angle of attack. The vorticity would be generated in the shear layer at the 
._,_ 
' leading edge of the wing, but more or less left as a wake in the wing's _path. 
These reversed vortices are strongly suppressed by the oncoming freestream 
however. This fact and the fact that the wing is rounded on the underside 
. .. 
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would provide sufficient explanations for the turbuleµt, broken,. and fl~eting' ap-
'· 
pearance of these vortical structures. It . is actually quite surprising that these 
structu'res can even begin to form at all under such conditions. 
Even more interesting is the added fact that this phenomenon only occurs 
near the apex of the wing in these photos. · Figures 23 and 25 show the 
streamwise evolution of these vortices for various instantaneous angles of attack. 
The indication from these photos is that whatever structure is present switches 
from the pressure to the suction side at some point along the chord. This is 
not to say that the vortex swings around the side of the wing because it is not 
• 
clear that- this. pressure sid~e- vorti,car region~ is a· welt--aefined --vortex of simp1y- -- · · ---
'·" loosely shed vorticity. The location, whether, above or below the wing, is quite 
obvious, and is of considerable importance. Especially if higher velocities, and-B' 
· 1 
correspondingly lower pressures, are sometimes present underneath the wing. 
This leads to an important point about the information carried by these 
bubble lines. The deformations noted in the flow field on both the upstroke 
;., 
& 
and downstroke result from a combination of wing-induced and vortex-induced 
velocities. The two can not easily be separated; whether in terms of enhance-· 
ment or suppression. Therefore, in the case of reversed vortex formation,_ al-
though there is clearly some vortical motion, the great majority of the defor-
mation seen in the flow field may be due to wing-induced effects . 
' 
The other case, the downstroke, leads to apparently strengthened vortex 
forrn~tion. Not only does the size of the vortex incre_ase (Figure 26) from a 
low to high frequency case, but also s·o does the region of flow affected. Note 
that the affected region is roughly doubled as a whole as is the size of the vor,.. 
tices. Again, contributions to the flow field from wing-induced and~ vortex-
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induced sources are n.ot easily distingui.shed. It is reasonable, however, that 
much of the centerline deformation in the high frequency case is primarily a . 
result of wing-induced. velocities. It Woll.Id be natural to expect lower pressures 
and hence higher lift in t_he,-high frequency case. as the pertinent velocities are 
now significantly higher. 
'- ,( 
~- -
,(::_ 
""' 
This general topic . of ·hysteresis and vortex enhancement. and sQppression 
can be placed into perspective by the use of the relative velocity concept. As 
detailed earlier, this method makes use of the wing velocity in order to estimate 
• 
a velocity relative to the wing which the fluid experiences. This parameter 
should give an indication as to the velocities present in the shear layer. This 
should in turn directly . correlate to the flow field as would say the angle of at-
tack. The resulting curves for some sample calculations are shown in Figures 
I' 
27 - 32. 
The solid curve in each figure represents the relative normal velocity to 
the wing. There is obviously hysteresis in this velocity curve. The hy·steresis, 
represented by the minor axis of the ellipse, comes from the wing velocity only. 
The curve for the freestream normal velocity is simply a "flat ellipse". The 
.. 
curve in Figure 31 is flat because there is zero wing-induced component at the 
trailing-edge. Note _ that the wing velocity and the freestream velocity curves 
'Ir d' are - ra 1ans 
2 
out of phase with each other.· (More precisely, the ,freestream 
p.art is perfectly in phase with a while the wing velocity is : out of phase with 
both.) When the frequency of . oscillation is low, the wing velocity is only a 
'· . " ~ 
very small part of the overall velocity and therefore the ellipse is rotated clock-
wise. This makes the curve appear in phase with a; the maximum . relative 
velocity occurs at the maximum a. As the magnitude of the wing velocity in,. 
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' 
creases (by increasing frequency) the cutv·e rotates counter-clockwise indic·ating it'· 
is partially out of phase with a. · · This phase · shift is · a combination or' the 
L 
freestream velocity phase shift (z~ro) and the wing velocity phase shift (~ · 
2 
. 
. radians). Immediately obvious is that the two higher frequency curves (Figures 
~ 
27, 29) · are wider than the low frequency · curves. This indicates first a larger · 
magnitude of wing velocity and. secondly more hysteresis overall. Lastly, both 
high frequency curves dip below zero where the low frequency curves do not. 
This regi1on · indicates that the fluid is undergoing net negative relative velocity 
at that location. That is, the fulid is locally flowing to the pressure side of the 
wing. Both the magnitude of the wing velocity and ' the . negative region are 
larger for Figure 27 tha·n Figure 29 because the chordwise location in Figure 27 
is upstream of that in Figure 29. 
Plotted along· with each of these curves is the vortex diameter versus angle 
of attack. This.,, parameter was chosen for its simplicity yet also due to its in-
dication of vortex strength. (As long as the vortex has not broken down. Still 
this is a tenuous relationship.) These curves generally indicate the response of 
the vortex to the forcing motion. It must be stressed, however, that there may 
be· a significant deviation from actual size due to the manu·al measurement in-
volved. Also, for the cases of vortex dissolution or reversed shedding, estimates 
must be made which give an accurate account of the region being influenced. 
There' are several useful observations to be drawn from comparison of 
thes~~ curves. J-F-irst, the degree of hysteresis (~inor axis widt"h .of each . ellipse) 
appears correlated between the relative velocity curve·. and the vortex diameter.· 
This merely indicates that the hysteresis in each parameter may be related. 
Secondly, only in the two curves where the relative velocity falls below zero is 
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( there similar. activity for the cotrespomding vortex· diameter curve·. · That is, only;. ...... -
() 
• 
in a cycle where the relative velocity becomes negative is there evidence of vor-
, 
ticity, or possibly even vort~x formation, op. the pressure side· of the wing. Fur-
the~, in the first case (Figure 27) where the relative velocity betomes more 
negative, the corresponding vortex diameter curve also becomes more negative 
than Figure 29. · (Recall that for the negative regions, the vortex diameter 
curve is an approximation of the size of the affected area.) 
The suggestion here, ,which is supported by the results, is that the relative 
velocity decreases in importance as the trailing-edge is approach.ed. This is a 
direct result of the pitching • axis being situated at the trailing-edge . From 
\ 
dynamics, the wing normal velocity is known to increase linearly with distance 
from the pitching axis. This has been treated mathematically in a previous sec~ 
tion. 
Now as the wing normal component increases ·in magnitude toward the 
. 
apex, the most significant effects are upstream. One, the degree of hysteresis is 
quite significant. Two, the reversed vorticity region is most strongly noted at 
the upstream sections. Downstream, near the trailing-edge, the relative velocity 
approaches zero and therefore should have minimal effect. In fact, it should not 
be possible for the pressure side vorticity region to occur near the· trailing-edge 
since the relative velocity will not significantly fall below zero. This is found to 
be the case. Further, as the rela_tive velocity is almost always positive, . there 
. should. be nearly continuous. su.ction side_ . vort~"'- _p,rocl_uction near the trailing-
edge. This too, is found to be the case. 
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3.4 Vortex Response 
., .. 
. ' 
Another major correl;tion among these curves lies with the phase dif-
ference between a relative velocity and its . associated vortex diameter curve. 
'' 
Physically, this should indicate the responsiveness of the vortex system to the 
'· 
forcing function. The results show that the vortex response is almost in phase' 
with the forcing velocity (i.e. the relative velocity) for low frequencies. At 
higher frequencies, the vortex response definitely appears to lag the r'elative 
velocity trace with respect to a:. There is a strong indication that this phase 
lag increases with stre·amwise location on the wing; the trailing-edge lags the 
velocity curve more than the upstream cases. 
There is an especially curious feature in Figure 31 which relates t,o this 
- .. 
general phase lag concept. The vortex diameter loop actually crosses itself. 
This is a result of the presence of (marginally) two vortices at once. The end 
of the loop (from O O to 20 °) is continued to show how the vorticity (created 
upstream of the trailing-edge in one cycle) is convected past the trailing-edge 
and may continue to appear even after the next cycle has begun (Figure 34, 
right column). 
The idea of vorticity transport is central to explaining the .. physical sig-
nificance of the phase lag in vortex response. Initially, consider a low frequency t 
case. The time scale for events near the apex to be convected downstream is 
approximately the axial distance divided by the · freestream velocity ( L.\x ). 
0.143 
In this case the ,v_ alue of r ~ ~ 0.54 seconds. Now, for the low frequency 
'\ 00 0.265 . . . . 
case, the period of oscillation may be 8 seconds; a full order of magnitude 
higher than r . Any large disturbance will be transported downstream rela-
oo 
tively rapidly. In a case of a higher frequency, such as the one under con-
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sideration, of about 1 second period, the downstream communication may take 
almost half the pscillation cycle. 
N~w one · may note that in the trailing .. edge loop (Figure 31) the max-
imum vortex diameter occurs near O degrees and the minimum in that same 
loop at about 20 degrees. . If the wing were stationary in these cases, the max-
ima and minima would be exactly reversed. Thus, this loop is one-half cycle 
out of phase which agrees with the estimate made above. The key here is that 
the vorticity noted to be arriving a half cycle late must actually have been 
generated a half cycle earlier near the apex. The use of the wing acceleration 
. . 
may also be of interest here. The maximum ~cceleration ( due to wing motion, 
·• 
from Equation 3.8) occurs at 20 °, exactly one-half cycle before the maximum is 
/ 
noted at the trailing-edge. This supports the notion of vorticity being con-
vected downstream and the consequent impact on high-frequency oscillations. 
This is a consistent f}nding in that the "vortex" (which is measured on 
that leg of the loop from O O to 20 ° ) in Figure 31 doe~ not actually --- appear as 
a _ strong vortex. It outwardly appears diffused as it has been convected and 
disrupted over a distance (see Figure 34). Also, the second vortex which is 
present is much stronger and consistent with the vortex structure and growth. 
The second, smaller vortex is actually generated only near the trailing-edge. 
This smaller vortex is still, h·owever, out of phase with the relative 
velocity trace. The reason is the· fact that there is no vortex upstream. The 
evidence appears. to support a result noted by Gad-El-Hak' _anq Ho (1985) that 
. . -· - " - - - ~ 
the vortex forms from the trailing-edge and grows upstream. The inception 
point, or "cone" of the vortex would first appear at the trailing-edge and move 
upto the apex where the vortex . would then be fully developed. 
O• " 
' 
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trailing-edge is the point of origin but there is a finite· delay for the inception 
' 
point to travel · upstream. After this inception point has travelled a. short dis-
tance upstream, the vortex is physically . large enough to be visible. This ex-
plains the delay in vortex appearance at the trailing-edge. 
Another case of interest is the downstream convection of the pressure side 
vorticity generated near the apex. In Figure 35, for each chord location, the 
angle of /~ttacks are noted at ,which there is the appearance of some vorticity 
di~turbance on the pressure side of the wing. This is termed "reversed" vor,.. 
ticity here since the vortical structures are normally only on the suction side of 
· the wing. Near the apex, the deforrnation of the bubble lines due to vorticity 
is clear. In the vicinity of the trailing-edge it is less distinct, but there is 
. ' ' 
0 
definite deformation of. the bubble stleak-surfaces indicative of the presence of 
residual vorticity. The film sequences and the sloping trend of the chart in-
~ 
dicate that the vorticity is travelling downstream. This vorticity is most likely 
only generated near the apex where the relative velocity is substantially nega-
tive. Then it is transported downstream at a rate on the order of the 
freestream velocity. 
One important point here, is the possibility of a visualization fallacy. In 
these cases where distorted hydrogen bubble lines have appeared near the 
trailing-edge, it has been assumed that the vorticity • these disturban,es causing 
' 
is still present. In actuality, although the initial disturbance caused distortion 
-
"\:. 
' 
,, 
of the markers, the actual vorticity may_ well have been diffused by the time 
the markers reach the trailing-edge. Even in cases such as this, the vorticity 
will be transported over a short distance as it diffuses and is therefore still a 
significant factor. The evidence of the distortion may be slightly over-
.40 
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dramatized here, but· the argument for the. vorticity transport is still valid. 
' . I 
I . 
Vorticity. transport is responsible for the -increase in vortex strength along 
the wing. This is true· even for the steady case. •· As a parallel, it is clear that · 
the unsteady vortex development at one location both affects all farther 
downstream locations and is affected by upstream history of the vortex. This 
feature introduces a built-in phase delay which amplifies dow-n the chord of the 
' 
wing. Note that the phase delay likely varies with time .since the transport 
rates may vary with a. 
q These resultant effects 9f relative velocity and transported vorticity should 
.•.. 
not be confused. The relative velocity may be thought of as measure of the 
... 
creation mechanism of vorticity while the transport is the convection induced by 
the mean flow. The vorticity must first be generated in the wing shear layer, 
the direction (and intensity) of which depends upon the relative velocities and 
accelerations in the shear layer, before it may be convected. The phase lag 
mentioned is simply a time delay for the transport to take place. The confus-
ing issue is that near the apex the relative velocity is solely dominant and 
transport effects are negligible and vice-versa at the trailing-edge.· The region in • 'T J 
between is a mixed region where the visualized results are a combination of the 
two effects. 
3.5 Vortex Stability Under High Frequency Forcing 
This phase of the research explored the effects of 1 degree sinusoidal oscil-
lations on the vortex structure. The frequency of oscillation was relatively high 
with a peak· oscillation of -5 Hertz corresponding to a reduced frequency of 
. .\,,/ ,,... nearly 37. Upto a certain frequency level, the vortex response is apparently 
• 
"l9cked in" to the forcing frequency. After this level, however, the vortex be- · 
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comes quite turbulent and the overall structure changes drastically: 
' 
, 
' 
' 
The visualization was done in three· segments:. a vertical wire near the 
apex to give general vortex structure; a horizontal wire over the wipg . in the 
primary vortex core; and, a horizontal wire over but close to the wing to visual-
ize the shear layer. In each case, the field was viewed from downstream. 
The first segment, of the general vortex structure, gives a clear indication 
of the possible effects. The physical layout of the vortex system is shown in 
/ 
Figure 36. The primary vortex is at center. To the left and below is the 
e 
secondary vortex. To the left of the secondary vortex is the shear layer region, 
and to the right is the presumed position of the so-called tertiary vortex. This 
region is, however, very small and undefined. Notice that by increasing the 
J 
. 
angle of attack, though vortex breakdown has not occurred) by 25 degrees, the 
I . 
structure becomes more turbulent. and even the secondary vortex is obscured. 
Interestingly, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities from the shear layer may also be 
seen now around the perimeter of the primary vortex. 
similar waviness developing with increasing Reynolds number. 
Figure 3 7 shows a 
Now if the wing is forced, a waviness is again observed (see Figure 38, 
- right column). In the static case, there is a quiescent_ separation line (Figure· 
38, left column). As the wing is forced, the structure experiences a fluctuation 
· which has been crudely estimated to be synchronized with the forcing frequency. 
This is true for these three lower frequencies of 1, 2, and 3 Hertz (K = 7.36, 
14.5, and 22.1, respectively) shown in Figures 38 and 39. Each of these cases 
notes the streamwise growth of the disturbance. At an even higher frequency, 
of say 5 Hertz (see Figure 40, K = 36.8), the vortex becomes quite erratic and 
t'urbulent. It is apparent that this frequency is signifi_cant. 
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• The second segment of the process was to visu'alize the core region. First, 
the horizorital wire was located in the center of the ·vortex by using a second 
upstream probe (Figure 41, top photo). A steady case time sequence follows 
. 
showing the vortex swirl velocity development. Figures 42 and 43 show the 
streamwise development of these time sequences. Note .that the generation loca-
tion for the bubbles in Figures 42 and 43 is the same as for Figu~e 41. This 
gives a more accurate perspective than would be found if the bubble pulses were 
generated ahead of the wing. It also gives an indication of which portions have 
the· lowest ( or highest) axial velocity. The portion of the line which appears ~ 
last has the lowest velocity. 
Figure 44 again compares unforced with three forcing frequencies. The un-
forced case is a smooth, twisted sheet of bubbles. When forced at 1 and 2 
Hertz, the roll up of the · shear layer again becomes , .quite evident. The last 
photo shows the 5 Hertz case where the entire bubble line losses its inflection 
and small segments of bubbles move off verti,cally out past the. edge of the 
. 
wing. 
The third segment investigated, where the horizontal 'bubble "wire was 
placed down in the shear layer reveals the , most perhaps. In Figure 45, the 
location of the wire is established. The blur in the center of the photo is the 
region of the shear layer and the secondary vortex which the • wire passes 
through. For reference, the primary vortex is the small circle isolated on the 
left. The streamwise development of this shear layer /secondary vortex region 
shows the line of separation and the extreme variation of velocities across the 
shear layer (Figur~ 46). 
The shear layer is further depicted in the time sequence of a single bubble 
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pulse (Figure 4 7). The velocities near the primary vortex and on the freestream 
' 
side of the wing shear layer are quite high. The recirculating velo
cities in and 
around the secondary vortex are some,what lower by reason of the ti
me required 
for the pulse to appear there. As the wing is oscillated, the fo
rmation and 
shedding of the Kelvin-Helmholtz type instc1bilities again becomes 
evident (see 
· Figure 48 a,b and c). This 2· Hertz oscillation amplifies this process. The 
evolution of this process as the bubbles proceed downstream shows
 greatly en-
larged instabilities; These instabilities ar~, however, not i' readily ·
apparent for 
the steady case. Logically, the forcing function must be approachi
ng · the most 
sensitive frequency of the shear layer and therefore increasing the 
amplitude of 
... 
the instability. 
Finally, if some level is surpassed, the entire system appears to
 break 
i '. 
down. In Figure 49 ( f = 2 hertz ) , the shear layer is generating strong
 
I 
coherent · structures. Around 4 to 5. Hertz ( Figure 50 ) this shear layer no 
longer generates the same regular Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. I
nstead, now 
instabilities appear singly and then doubly and this cycle repeats. M
ore remark-
able is the .. fact that these .instabilities now do not move around a
nd into the 
vortex. Rather, they appear to move vertically past the w
ing and do not 
' 
emanate from the leading-edge. These vortices appear to be gen
erated some-
where to the right of the wing. 
' The three segments of study thus show the same effect of such hi
gh fre-
quency, low amplitude pitching. For moderate frequencies, there is 
a buildup to 
a most sensitive frequency of the shear: layer. In. this range of fr
equencies, the 
instabilities are noticeably much larger and w.ould appear to be 
synchronized 
with the frequency of oscillation. As the frequency increases far
ther, there is 
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this abrupt change in the structure of the shear layer. 
A possibility here is that the shear layer is getting thicker ( and turbulent) 
I • . 
and thereby displacing the instabilities farther from the wing. Now, a mode of 
what is apparently on~, then two vortices being released sets in. The end result 
' 
is that the vortex ap_pears · turbulent with low velocities. There·· is virtually no 
disturbance of _ the timelines in the vortex region indicating very low or no 
velocity there. This ,suggests that the vortex has been partially or completely 
. 
disrupted;· possibly as a consequence of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities not 
coalescing into the vortex region. 
3.6 Techniques for Further Exploration 
Various Possibilities for quantitative analysis have also been investigated. 
The overall goal is to employ· these methods, as they are refined, for quantita-
tive comparison and -analysis across different flow parameters. 
One of the primary targets for experimentation is the multiple wire grid 
probes for · visualizing the entire flow field. Figure 51 shows an example of the 
68 wire bubble probe at a low 
problems involving construction 
produce a long-lasting and thus 
angle of attack 
of these probes 
efficient probe. 
( 5 0 .. ). 
must 
The 
Unfortunately, technical 
--
be • order to overcome Ill 
possibilities with such a 
probe are great considering how well the flow ~ay be visualized. The results 
from such visualization may be computer-enhanced and reconstructed with quan-
titative information such as velocity or streamlines the desired result. This 
could be accomplished by methods of tracking the intersecting nodes from one 
streamwise location to another. 
A second method of particular importance is the capability of velocity 
determination via flow visualization. Figure 52 shows a case where a vertical 
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wire was placed · just at the trailing-edge.. As the wire is pulsed in short bursts . 
and recorded, the deformation of the timeline for short time periods 1eads to an 
estimate ~f the . yelocity, profile. This technique may also be used with . a 
' 
.. 
horizontal wire over the wing in order to estimate core velocities there. 
Finally, Figures 53 and 54 show the beginnings of closeup- work with the 
' 
core of the primary vortex. Figure 53 illustrates the breakdown region and ·· the 
spiral nature of the breakdown. Here the core is sliced by a plane of laser 
light in the direction of the core itself. The last figure il1ustrates a pulsing of 
the generating wire in order to track the core velocities as the bubbles move 
~ 
toward the breakdown location. Further use of this visualization may be to 
track the breakdown position and core trajectories during arbitrary forcing . 
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-- Chapter 4 
Summary and Conclusion· 
• 
The case of the pitching delta wing can have a radically different flow 
< 
structure from that of a static angle of attack. These features are nota
ble at 
.moderate to high reduced frequencies. This work has only scratched the s
urface 
in visualizing a few aspects of this unsteady flow field. Perhaps this s
urvey 
!'< 
m·ay single out one or two crit'ical areas of interest. 
The first main area explored was large amplitude oscillations and the· ef-
fect on the flow field as a whole. Hysteresis, as measured by deviations
 from 
the static f10,w field, is noted down to a reduced frequency of K=0.24. Al
so, at 
a higher reduced frequency the vortex may be suppressed. It is even po
ssible 
with high enough frequencies to produce vorticity on the pressure side o
f the 
. 
~ 
• 
wing. 
These effects are explained as the result of the wing relative velocity.
 
That is, the relative velocity of the wing with respect to an observer m
oving 
with the freestream. This relative velocity is an indicator of the magnitu
de of 
"I. 
the shear layer · near the leading-edge separation region. As such, it 
should 
readily indicate to some degree the amount of vorticity which may be she
d and 
~ 
in which direction. If this value becomes very high on the downstroke,
 then 
higher accelerations are present in the shear layer and more vorticity shou
ld be 
created. In such a case the vortex is enhanced. Likewise on the upstrok
e, the 
· values are smaJler and the vortex is suppressed. Only if this value becom
es 
negative during the upstroke can the shear layer act in reverse and send
 vor-
,--"> 
ticity to the pressure side. Near the apex this is seen to be the case a
s the 
relative velocities ( and accelerations) are highest there. Back at the trailing,-
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edge. these values· are smaller and the effects are- proportionately smaller. There 
fr ., ••· 
is, however, a phase lag between the wing motion and the response of the vor-
tex. - , 
This phase lag is the result of the finite time required for vortlity trans-
., 
port. The vorticity in question being created near the apex under the effect of 
the relative velocity against the leading-edge. It is then carried downstream 
and appears at the trailing-edge much _ later in the oscillation cycle. The 
.. 
~ . 
. 
strength of the vortex at one streamwise location is therefore always dependent 
upon_ the upstream locations to pass along vorticity. If, in the case of the -
downstroke~, the entire wing is producing large amounts of vorticity, the total 
seen. at the trailing-edge will be high. Further, the trailing-edge will lag the 
upstream locations in reaching a maximum because it must wait until other 
upstream locations have attained maximum production and · the produced vor-
ticity is convected downstream. Similarly, for the upstroke, only portions of the 
. ' 
' 
-
wing near the trailing-edge may be producing vorticity on the suction side and _ 
thereby supplying the locations farther downstream. Resultingly, the vortex ap-
pears small at the trailing-edge since this is the only vicinity in' which the vor-
tex actually exists. 
This appears to verify a result from Gad-El-Hak and Ho (1985) which 
noted that the vortex forms from the trailing-edge forward. The reason must 
~e that the point of zero relative velocity {measured against the wing chord) 
starts at the trailing-edge and moves upstream to the apex on the upstroke. 
Since the vortex is only free to form ( on the suction side) downstream of this 
point, the inception point of the vortex can only move as the zero point moves. 
The farther upstream this point moves, the more inboard the vortex moves and 
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the higher the overall circulation becomes. \ • 
. 
For the second phase of exploration, small amplitude high frequency pitch-
ing was performed. This lead to. the observation that up to some (possibly the 
most sensitive) frequency, the instability of the shear layer increased in mag-
nitude dramatically. . In the frequency range near this "sensitive" value, the 
shear layer response appeared "locked-on" to the forcing frequency. Above that 
<f· 
frequency, the vortex became severely disrupted. 
The apparent cause for this effect is that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities 
were no longer moving over the wing and into the vortex. Instead, some form 
of instability was moving vertically away, and the point of generation was 
shifted · away from the wing. It is possible that this is a new instability as the 
formation· was in a two then on.e vortex cycle. 
Topics which deserve special attention in future investigation should also 
be noted. The end-view visualization with multiple wire probes is quite promis-
ing and will be explored further. This may go in hand with the study of 
breakdown position and response to arbitrary (i.e. non-sinusoidal) forcing func-
tions. Frain the visualization· it is clear · that quantitative parameters should he 
:_investigated. One such parameter has been initially investigated; velocity 
measurement by hydrogen bubble markers. Another technique, such as pressure 
measurement or laser-dopple·r anemometry, is also in order. This conclusion 
comes from the need to more fully map the flow during these unsteady 
processes (vorticity convection, pr€ssure minima, etc.) in a chordwise sense. 
This is by far not a complete study of this· highly complex flow field and 
further study is in order. Also, the flow visualization techniques developed here 
have made great. strides. These include the multiple hydrogen bubble 
. 
wire 
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• 
probes and the use of the laser scanning table to illuminate the---bubbles in 
• 
specific planes. Specifically, the technique used herein in which the laser sheet 
is positioned in line with the core· of the vortex provides great promise. The 
. 
shortcoming of the visualization technique lies in the inconsistency of bubble 
production .and the complexity of probe construction. Both of these topics as 
well the fl~~ physics _ to • attention 
• the • as are sure receive more Ill coming ,'f" -
months. 
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Nomenclature 
normal acceleration of w~g at a point 
angle of attack 
mean an:·gle of attack 
• 
semi-span 
root chord 
drag coefficient 
diameter of vortex core 
frequency of oscillation (cycles/ sec) 
circulation 
( -_. u1r Jc) reduced frequency 
00 
aspect ratio- ( = b2 / S ) , 
leading-edge sweep angle 
swirl angle (=tan_ 1 v) 
w 
d·ensity of water 
radius measured from center of vortex core 
chordwise distance along wing from trailing-edge 
horizontal distance of laser sheet from trailing-edge 
radius of hydrogen bubble 
surface area 
time 
freestream velocity 
freestream velocity component normal to wing 
bubble slip velocity 
terminal rise velocity 
vortex· azimuthal velocity 
absolute velocity of wing at point p 
total normal relative velocity ( = UN+ VWN) 
wing-induced normal velocity 
frequency of oscillation (rad/sec) 
vortex axial velocity 
time-mean suction side location of laser sheet 
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Figure 1: Nomenclature of the Delta Wing 
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Figure 4: Secondary Separation and Secondary Vortices 
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Figure 21: Velocity Vectors for the Upstroke and Downstroke 
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